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INTRODUCTION

So you want to improve your conversion rate?  

You’ve got an enticing institution and course portfolio, stunning creative, engaging messaging and you’re 
running some awesome, targeted campaigns across search, display, social media and email. Your 
prospective students are clicking through, but what happens once they do? What can you do to make sure 
you engage them, and ultimately convert and enrol them? 

Once they’ve made that all-important click, you’ve got to reassure them that they’ve made the right click; 
entice them to stay on the page and persuade them to take the desired action, whether that be 
downloading a prospectus or filling in an application form. Acing your landing page strategy is absolutely 
essential to converting more students, and this guide will cover everything you need to know to build an 
attractive, engaging and highly converting landing page.  

Back to basics 
• What is a landing page? 
• Why use a landing page? 
• When use a landing page?

Creating the perfect landing page 
• Core components  
• Content 
• Design 
• Forms

Optimising your landing page for 
conversion success 
• Mobile optimisation 
• Page speed 
• Split testing

What happens next? 
• Conversion messages 
• Lead nurture

Landing pages we love 
• The Courtauld Institute of Art 
• Hampshire County Council 
• Bulb
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I ALREADY KNOW WHAT A 
LANDING PAGE IS… DON’T I?

Let’s start with the basics and clear something up - a landing page is not 
simply a page you land on, and definitely not a homepage.  

A landing page is a page dedicated to the campaign it links to, focused on a 
single objective or call-to-action. This could be: 
• Requesting more information 
• Downloading a prospectus 
• Registering for an open day 
• Downloading an app 
• Submitting an application 

Most landing pages will feature a lead-gen form, so that we can capture 
that precious customer data (‘find out more about our clubs and societies!’) 
but it could also be a simple click-through to another page (‘click here to 
view our interactive campus tour’).  

Landing pages can be short or long, simple or detailed, plain or pretty - all 
depending on your university brand, your target audience and the desired 
goal. But they will all have one thing in common - a clear focus.  

Picture this: your current campaign objectives is to generate Open Day 
attendees. You run targeted ads across search and display, and reach 
prospective students who are interested in attending. But, they click 
through to your home page, which, yes, has a banner promoting your 
upcoming Open Days - but it also has lots of other interesting 
information about your university. The student gets distracted by an 
article on your latest piece of research and just like that, you’ve lost 
your desired conversion (not to mention wasted ad spend!) 

Landing pages provide a strong, focussed CTA that is useful to the 
visitor (it matches up with the ad clicked on) and aligns with your 
marketing objectives.  

Above all, landing pages must be free from distractions. The more 
links or CTAs featured on your landing page, the more diluted your 
focus becomes. There should only be one possible action to take 
when a user clicks onto a landing page, and that’s to convert.  

WHY BUILD A NEW LANDING PAGE WHEN 
I ALREADY HAVE A PERFECTLY GOOD 
WEBSITE?



WHEN SHOULD I USE A LANDING PAGE?

Also, think about the audience segments you’re 
targeting with your ads. For example, if you’re 
targeting students from different countries, 
you’ll want the landing page they visit to echo 
the ad they were served, and address their 
specific needs. You’re still fulfilling your main 
objective, but tailoring the content and the CTA 
to suit your audience segment.  

CASE STUDY 
Hartpury College used Akero Page Manager 
to create multiple landing pages that would 
dynamically load different images and copy 
tailored for the user, dependent on whether 
they clicked on an advert promoting 
Agriculture, Equine or Sport degrees. 

You should be using a landing page for every campaign you 
run. Whether you aim  to raise awareness, generate leads, or 
run a competition - a dedicated landing page will help your 
prospect know what action you want them to take.  

But it’s not that simple. It’s unlikely that you’ll just need one 
landing page per campaign; you’ll probably need multiple 
variations tailored to different audience segments and traffic 
sources. One landing page does not suit all. 

First, let’s think about traffic source. A prospect who has 
clicked through from a PPC Banner Ad is going to have far 
less information about your offering than a prospect who 
has clicked through from an email, and therefore might need 
to see more copy on the landing page and a softer CTA. The 
email recipient, on the other hand, will have already read a 
paragraph or two, so instead might want to be shown a 
video, with a stronger CTA. ”

“Students want to be treated as individuals. Akero 
Page Manager makes it easy to create a 

personalised user experience by allowing you to 
quickly and easily publish multiple landing pages 
in one iframe, that will display dynamic content 

depending on the click source.

Alex Calder 
Conversion Specialist 
Natives Global Consulting



Creating the perfect landing page

SECTION 2:



FOUR CORE 
ELEMENTS 

TO INCLUDE 
IN YOUR 
LANDING 

PAGE

1. HEADER  
An eye-catching main headline that echoes the copy used in the advert, email or social media post that sits in front of 
your landing page. This is known as ‘message match’. You’ll want a strong message match to show users that they’ve 
made a good click and come to the right place.  

2. CALL-TO-ACTION 
A large, clear and engaging CTA that tells the user exactly what they need to do. After all, the whole point of a landing 
page is to focus the user’s attention on one action, so don’t be shy. Carefully consider your choice of wording for your 
CTA. ‘Submit’ or ‘Register’ are hardly groundbreaking. Try something different and enticing, like ‘Join the tribe’ or ‘Start your 
journey’ 

3. SIMPLE, SUCCINCT, EASILY DIGESTIBLE CONTENT 
If landing pages are all about capturing and maintaining your audience’s attention, keep your copy engaging, to the point, 
and free from jargon. Don’t bombard the reader with unnecessary content! You might be able to get your message across 
in a sentence, or you might need a good few paragraphs to explain your offering - either is fine but only include 
information that’s relevant, interesting and vital to making the conversion.  

Use subheadings, sections and bullet points to make the content appear easily digestible and grab onto those dwindling 
attention spans! 

4. AUTHENTICITY 
This might be the first interaction somebody has with your brand, so give them something to increase trust and show 
them how genuinely great you are. Show off your institution with real-life images, videos or testimonials. Are you affiliated 
with any reputable partners or graduate schemes? Display their logos to show off your accreditation.  

The content of your 
landing page will be 

unique to your brand, 
and your particular 
campaign. However 

there are a few golden 
rules to follow when 

planning the structure 
of your landing page. 



It’s a given, but don’t forget who you’re talking to. Remember the audience segment you’re targeting with this campaign 
- demographics, geographics, and where they are in the recruitment cycle will all impact  the message you want to get 
across. A university targeting undergraduate prospects would want to use very different messaging to resonate with 
this young audience, compared to a landing page targeting their parents. Similarly, they will need to consider different 
messaging when targeting domestic vs. international students, or students who are just browsing vs. those who have 
already downloaded a prospectus.  

Show off your USPs using your very best assets. You’re selling an experience, so you might want to embed videos to give 
prospects a taste of your institution. If you’re located in a cool city, show it off with images, or a list of the top 10 reasons 
to live and study there. Using case studies and testimonials can show off the successes of your graduates. 

The ultimate goal of your landing page is to get the user to click on your call-to-action, so you’ve got to make sure it’s 
clear and enticing. Make it obvious what you want them to do and how they will benefit from doing it. Use a big, clear 
subheading like “download our prospectus to fuel your future” and an exciting CTA like ‘fuel my future’, rather than a 
boring ‘submit’ button. 

Consider all of the interactive elements of your landing page. Will they watch a video, or scroll through a slider? Will they 
fill out a form or click on a button? Will you use conditional form fields to gather extra information based on their 
responses, or a second part form to qualify leads? What will the conversion message be? Do you want them to take a 
further action, like follow you on Facebook? Whatever activities you want the user to perform on your page, make it 
clear and simple to perform.  

AUDIENCE | Who are you talking to? 

ASSETS | What do you want to show them?

ACTIONS | What do you want them to do? 

ACTIVITIES | How will they interact with your page?

CREATING 
KILLER 

CONTENT

Lost for words? Refer 
to our trusty 

conversion strategy 
framework, The 4A’s, 
which includes all the 
elements you need to 

consider to create 
highly converting 
content for your 

landing page. 



TOP TIPS 
FOR 

LANDING 
PAGE 

DESIGN

First impressions are 
everything, and while 
a pretty design can’t 
save you if your copy 
sucks, your form is 

long and your loading 
time is slow - it is the 
first thing people will 
see, and can make or 
break the decision to 

engage further. 

Your page structure needs to be organised to guide the reader 
to quickly and easily understand your proposition and what 
action you want them to take.  

You don’t want to overwhelm them with big paragraphs of text. 
Break up your copy into easily digestible content blocks, 
interspersed with images or icons, use bullet points for easy 
skimming, and subheadings to signpost the reader to their 
particular sections of interest.  

Carefully structure the order of your content vertically down the 
page too. Consider using the journalist’s inverted pyramid, 
displaying the most basic, need-to-know information clearly at 
the top of the page, important information underneath it, and 
the finer details nearer the bottom.  

LAYOUT

”

“My top tip focuses on the most basic but often 
forgotten element of design – hierarchy of 

information. First and foremost, make sure your 
audience knows what action you want them to 
take. Important information and call-to-actions 

should be prominent and clearly defined. Use lists 
and bullet points and make sure your enquiry 

form on the page is visible, placing it above the 
fold so that your audience doesn’t have to scroll 

through mountains of information to find it.

Charlie Penrose 
Creative Director, Net Natives

Akero’s Drag & Drop Editor makes it easy for anyone to build the 
world’s fastest landing pages, with full creative control. No coding or 
design skills required. Endless combinations of content blocks, fonts, 
buttons and colours make it easy to bring your creativity to life.  

LANDING PAGES WITHOUT LIMITS



TOP TIPS 
FOR 

LANDING 
PAGE 

DESIGN

Colours evoke a strong psychological reaction and can make all the difference to your bounce rate. Colour 
combinations that are pleasing to the eye are likely to attract users to stay on the page, whereas anything jarring can 
send them running.  

Of course, you’re likely to be bound to the certain colour palette of your brand guidelines, but it’s useful to be aware of 
the common associations of certain colours and combinations and consider  how you can use these to reinforce your 
message. For example; yellow can evoke feelings of happiness and positivity, black portrays luxury and sophistication - 
but black and yellow together have strong connotations of danger. Different colour harmonies on your page will 
create different emotional responses; tones of blue or green are calming, contrasting colours are vibrant and exciting.  

Using a contrasting or bold colour for your CTA is a useful tactic to draw attention to it and increase conversions.  

COLOURS

With only a few seconds to grasp your visitors’ attention, you’ll need a striking banner or background image. Of course, 
the content of your image will depend almost entirely on the nature of your business, but there are a few general rules-
of-thumb to consider when choosing your images.  

People like people (when it comes to marketing, at least!) Putting pictures of faces on your landing pages will give your 
brand a human touch and stimulate emotion and/or aspiration. Where possible, use pictures of your real-life students 
and staff over cheesy stock images. This gives authenticity and has been seen to improve conversion rates by up to 
95%! 

As well as your main banner image, you may choose to use smaller images or icons to illustrate different blocks of 
content. Video is also a useful creative asset and can improve landing page conversions by 86%!  

IMAGES



You can also create the impression of a shorter form by using 
conditional form fields, which display additional questions 
based on the responses given, or second-part forms, which 
hide a second page of questions behind the first submit 
button. The form that initially displays on your landing page 
could even be as simple as one form field, with all the 
additional data capture points displaying after the 
submission. For example, simply ask ‘what course are you 
interested in studying’ to keep the landing page clean and 
simple. Once the user has committed and entered their 
course choice, they’re more likely to go ahead and fill in the 
remaining questions.  

”
“Always think about the data that you NEED at that 

stage of the conversion funnel. If you’re running a 
lead generation campaign, do you need to have 

hundreds of data points on your leads? Or do you 
need the essential details like name and email to 
start following up and nurturing your prospects.

Which form would you rather 
complete?

Ultimately, people are lazy! If they click on to your landing page and are immediately faced with a big old form to 
complete, it’s off-putting. Forms should be kept as concise as possible by only asking for completely necessary 
information. Consider what stage of the funnel your prospect is likely to be at - can you capture the basics for 
now and then ask for more information at a later stage? 

FORMS THAT CONVERT

Alex Calder 
Conversion Specialist 
Natives Global Consulting



Optimising your landing page for conversion success

SECTION 3:



MOBILE FIRST

Google reports that 66% of people now access the internet more often on their mobile than on desktop. With all these prospects viewing you on their 
smartphones, you need to ensure your landing page design is optimised for every device.  

Most landing page software will automatically adjust your creations into a mobile-friendly format - but this isn’t always a completely foolproof solution. 
Sometimes the lovely header image you selected for your desktop site is too big and distracting for mobile, or the order of your content blocks are 
rearranged for a smaller screen in an order you wouldn’t choose. As we’ve discussed - hierarchy of information is key, so why leave it to chance?  

Akero’s Drag & Drop Editor allows you to create a separate mobile version of your landing page, by setting conditions on which content blocks 
appear on which device.  

Style your career in fashion at UoF

Style your career in fashion at UoF Style your career 
in fashion at UoF



GET UP TO SPEED

THE WORLD’S FASTEST LANDING 
PAGE BUILDER 

Optimising loading time should be one of your top priorities when 
building a landing page; slow loading times kill both bounce rates 
and conversion rates - in fact, just a one second delay in page 
response can decrease conversions by a whopping 7%.  

Recent research by Google, which analysed the loading time of 
900,000 landing pages from Google ad campaigns from around the 
world, found that the majority of mobile sites are slow and dense 
with elements. 70% of these pages took nearly seven seconds to 
load the visual content above the fold, which, according to their 
neural network, increases the probability of page abandonment by 
123%!  

But it’s not just your bounce rates and conversions at stake - lazy 
loading times can also affect your site being found in search results. 
Site speed is one of Google’s ranking factors and is  becoming more 
important as they shift towards a mobile-first index. Slow site speed 
can even have a detrimental effect on the most powerful marketing 
tool of all; word-of-mouth -  80% of people who experience issues 
won’t return to the site, and nearly half of them will tell a friend 
about a poor experience. 

”

“Speed is everything. Always optimise your images and 
try to serve the right sizes depending on the device; 
you don’t want an image that’s desktop size being 
downloaded onto a mobile (luckily, the new Akero 

Drag & Drop Editor will do this for you). Also be 
cautious with fonts – will the user really notice the 

difference between PT Serif and Georgia? By picking 
the latter, you will be saving valuable KBs.

Jamie Lovelace 
Front End Developer, Akero

Landing Page 
Software

Google 
PageSpeed 
Insights 
score 
(desktop)

Google 
PageSpeed 
Insights 
score 
(mobile)

91/100 74/100

81/100 63/100

69/100 40/100

60/100 57/100

40/100 36/100

4 EASY TWEAKS YOU CAN IMPLEMENT YOURSELF 
FOR SPEEDING UP PAGE LOADING TIME: 

• Resize your images - crop your images to the right 
size, save into JPG or PNG, and consider using a 
responsive image solution  

• Consider your fonts - where possible, use system 
fonts over fancy web fonts or custom fonts 

• Simplify your page design - streamline the number of 
elements on your page 

• Use specialist software that is proven to build the 
fastest landing pages 



TEST, TEST, 
TEST…

WHAT SHALL I TEST?

According to Econsultancy, A/B testing is one of the most used methods for improving conversion rates. However, 
only 52% of companies perform split tests on their landing pages, and only 44% of companies use split testing 
software. No wonder, then, that 82% of marketers say that knowing how to test effectively is a challenge. Without the 
use of proper testing software, optimising for conversion can be an incredibly difficult task.  
  
Despite its name, you can run a split test between as many page variants as you wish. Akero’s testing functionality 
allows you to run up to five variants in one test. If you’re starting your campaign from scratch with a split test, you’ll 
probably want to split your traffic equally amongst the different variants to give each one a fair chance of winning. But 
if you’re adding in additional variants to test against your current champion, you may distribute the weight of traffic 
differently so that your tried and tested page is still the dominant version.  

• COLOUR  
• IMAGES  
• PAGE LENGTH 
• HEADLINES  
• CALL-TO-ACTIONS   
• BUTTON COLOUR 
• LAYOUT 

… pretty much anything!



What happens next?

SECTION 4:



WHAT 
HAPPENS 

NEXT?

Once you’ve got your 
prospect to convert 
and you’ve captured 

their valuable details, 
don’t just let them go 
cold and forget about 

you.

Once your prospect hits that final submit button (but with a sexier CTA, of course) don’t waste this opportunity 
with a boring ‘thank you’ conversion message. Instead, get them excited about this new relationship they have with 
you. Guide them to another piece of content they might be interested in, get them to follow you on social media or 
give them a special welcome offer as a thank you and to make them feel part of the ‘tribe’.

CONVERSION MESSAGE

Make an impression from the get-go, by sending useful, 
personalised comms to your new leads.  

Setup automated lead nurture workflows that will send emails 
to your prospects to keep them engaged and encourage them 
to proceed to the next stage of the recruitment process. Use 
conditional filters to personalise the messages based on the 
information they provided in the form - for example; a 
particular interest, their location or age range.  

Not only will ongoing communication reinforce your brand and 
make prospects remember you, but will also help you to qualify 
hotter leads based on their engagement with your emails. You 
could even set your workflow’s conditional filters on opens and 
clicks to tailor messaging differently to hot and cold leads; give 
them a reason to re-engage if they’re starting to slip away, or 
send stronger CTAs to those who are engaging to progress 
them through the conversion funnel further.  
   

KEEP IN TOUCH



Landing pages we love from inside and outside the education sector

SECTION 5:



THE COURTAULD INSTITUTE OF ART

THE CAMPAIGN: The Courtauld Institute of Art are looking to attract new prospective postgraduate students to 
their niche Masters courses.  

THE CONVERSION: To find out more about postgraduate courses at The Courtauld.  

WHY WE LOVE IT: 
• Above the fold content shows off the stunning campus at Somerset House which instantly grabs attention and 

makes the prospect aspire to study there. The page title ‘Postgraduate Study at The Courtauld Institute of Art’ 
signals that user has landed on the right page, and the simple CTA ‘Explore’ is enticing and leads to the below 
the fold content. As this is a ToFu campaign, the softer CTA leading to a stronger CTA further down the page is 
relevant.  

• Messaging is concise and simply explains what The Courtauld is and the benefits of studying there. 

• Content is structured in easily digestible lists and content blocks with clear subheadings to help the reader 
skim to their sections of interest. 

• The lead-gen form stands out in a dark background block, and the title makes it clear what the result of filling in 
the form is.  

• The form is relatively short - the use of the second part form hides additional questions to encourage 
submissions.  

• The use of 360 video works really nicely in this campaign as it shows off the Institute’s USPs and acts to inspire 
the student to want to attend.



THE CAMPAIGN: Hampshire County Council’s Never Worthless campaign aims to educate residents on the 
importance of recycling and feel inspired to recycle better. 

THE CONVERSION: To pledge commitment to improving Hampshire’s recycling habits.  

WHY WE LOVE IT: 
• The topic of the page and the campaign objective is clear from the simple title echoing the campaign hashtag.  

• The primary conversion button stands out in red (a colour that connotes urgency) and uses an imperative 
statement ‘make a pledge’.  

• The live counter rises each time somebody makes a pledge. This encourages people to want to click the button 
to see the number rise and feel part of something.  

• The facts on the page reinforce the importance of the campaign purpose - why it’s so important to recycle. 
Displaying them in boxes with icons makes them far more digestible to look at. The copy is simple and snappy, 
points have been illustrated with topical anecdotes (ie: ‘that’s 360,000 trees wasted by Winchester residents 
alone‘ and ‘that’s ⅓ of the new Stranger Things season’) to resonate with the target audience. 

• Secondary CTA stands out in a red banner. The button copy is more enticing than, for example, ‘find out more 
about recycling’. People are more likely to be curious about the ‘dos and don’ts’. 

• A user-generated content stream pulled from the hashtag gives the initiative credibility, showing that other 
residents are buying into it. It also reinforces that feeling of inclusivity and community, encouraging the visitor 
to join in and pledge. 

• The main CTA is reinforced at the bottom of the page, giving people a second chance to convert.  

HAMPSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL



WHY WE LOVE IT: 
• The really simple, clean design is eye-catching, as 

it’s perhaps not what is expected of the energy 
industry, and reflects the simplicity of switching 
your energy provider to Bulb.  

• The main headline sums up Bulb’s mission in one 
short simple sentence and how it can benefit the 
customer. 

• The use of personalised content - the user will 
have clicked through from a friend’s referral link 
in this campaign, and they then see their friend’s 
name matched on the page.  

• One form field (postcode) on the first page to 
start the quotation process.  

• The CTA button stands out in a contrasting colour 
and has a clear action ‘get my quote’. 

• The three icons at the bottom clearly and simply 
list the top three benefits of switching to Bulb. 
The simplicity of the copy is different from the 
complicated and often misleading rhetoric of the 
energy industry.

BULB
THE CAMPAIGN: Bulb is a new, green energy supplier. Their current refer a friend campaign offers 
£50 credit to both the existing and new customer and encourages user-generated traffic.  

THE CONVERSION: Get a quote for switching to Bulb.



SECTION 6: CHECKLIST
Now you are ready to build your own highly converting landing page! Here’s a handy 
checklist to refer to before you hit publish:

Match your main headline to the copy on the ad/email campaign 

Make your CTA clear and enticing 

Use engaging copy that is simple, personalised and well structured for easy reading 

Include assets that show off your USPs and authenticity 

Use attention grabbing colours and images that reflect your brand 

Keep forms concise  

Create a mobile optimised version 

Create multiple variants to split test  

Optimise the loading speed of your landing page 

Be clever with your conversion message 

Continue engagement with lead nurture programs 
akerolabs.com 
hello@akerolabs.com 
020 3199 7897

http://akerolabs.com
mailto:hello@akerolabs.com?subject=

